Abstract-Dynamically substructured systems (DSS) play an important role in modern testing methods. DSS enables full-size critical components of a complete system to be tested physically in realtime, while the remaining parts of the system run in parallel as a real-time simulation. The performance of DSS testing is influenced by the synchronization of the physical and numerical substructures, which necessitates the design of a DSS controller. Since the testing signal is known and can be assumed to be a perfectly measured disturbance, the DSS control can be viewed as a regulation control problem with measured disturbance attenuation. A potential problem with DSS control arises from actuator saturation, which can be encountered in DSS transfer systems and can significantly influence the testing accuracy. This paper demonstrates the application of a novel robust disturbance rejection antiwindup (AW) technique, to cope with the actuator saturation problem in DSS. Implementation results from a hydraulically-actuated DSS test rig confirm the advantage of using this novel approach over some other existing AW approaches. Furthermore, some specific practical issues are discussed for the AW compensator design, such as the tuning of parameters.
physical testing. For example, some physical components may contain significant uncertainties and nonlinearities, so that replacing them by an estimated numerical model may greatly influence the testing results. On the other hand, using some physical components in a testing procedure may be either unnecessary or unrealistic (e.g., the inclusion of a full-size dam or bridge within a laboratory environment). (See [1] , [2] for a detailed discussion on the advantage of using DSS.) The uses of the DSS concept can be found in areas such as automotive [3] , aerospace [4] , civil engineering [5] [6] [7] [8] , and robotics [9] .
DSS is distinguishable from the hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) method, which is used traditionally to test the performance of a controller, with a hardware interface to an embedded numerical plant (see, e.g., [10] , [11] ). However, in more recent developments, the HIL approach has some common features with the DSS methodology (for example, see [12] [13] [14] ). The distinguishing feature of DSS is to produce a composite system involving both numerical and physical testing components, which must be synchronized at their interfaces in order to create a similar testing environment to the original emulated system.
The employment of DSS in the civil engineering area has been significant [5] [6] [7] [8] , [15] and will serve in this section as an introductory example for a typical DSS-application, i.e., the testing of a building during an earthquake. Instead of testing the whole building on a shaking table (which is usually not realistic), only the upper part of the building is tested physically, while the remaining lower part is simulated simultaneously in a computer [5] . The objective is to make the responses from this substructured building as close as possible to the original whole building when subject to the same testing signal. In the DSS-case, the test signal acts on the lower, simulated part of the building.
Often, the schematic representation of a DSS can be depicted as in Fig. 1 [1] . This DSS contains one numerical substructure Σ N and one physical substructure Σ P , although the total number of numerical substructures and physical substructures are not necessarily limited to one of each type. The physical substructure typically consists of a number of interconnected components: actuator(s), a test-frame structure, a test specimen, an inner loop controller, and sensor(s). The testing signal d represents an external excitation input to the emulated system, Σ E , typically an environmental disturbance (e.g., seismic, air turbulence, road inputs). The displacements {z N , z P } and forces {f N , f P } are the response signals of Σ N and Σ P at their interfaces; hence, we call them interface signals. The interface signals are separated into two sets: one set is chosen as the constraint signals {f N , f P } and the other set as the synchronization signals {z N , z P }. This choice may change in different situations. When measurement noise is ignored, the constraint signals satisfy f N = f P . The purpose of the control signal u is to ensure that the difference between z N and z P , defined as the DSS error e := z N − z P , is kept as near to zero as possible. It can be shown that when e is small, the DSS responses will be closer to those of the emulated system. This is called DSS synchronization, so that the DSS error is driven toward zero by a control signal u.
This synchronization requires a DSS controller, which must also negate the dynamical effects of additional actuators in the physical substructures. To facilitate the DSS controller design, we use the DSS framework illustrated in Fig. 2 , which is generalized from Fig. 1 and modified from the original in [1] , by extracting out the transfer system (i.e., the actuator system), represented by G A , to signify its role in the DSS
Here, z N and z P are DSS output signals; the control signal u is provided by a DSS controller; G d contains the components which are subject to the testing signal d; G I represents the interaction between G A and the remaining system. G I and G d may consist of both numerical and/or physical components, and the constraint signals are contained in G I . Note that a specific investigation of the internal structures and signals can help design more sophisticated controllers (e.g., by taking into account measurement noise from the physical and numerical interface and locating the origin of the uncertainties in the physical substructure). However, in this paper, our emphasis is mainly on the design of a robustly performing AW compensator imposed on a predesigned linear controller. It is generally not very efficient for H ∞ and Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMIs) based designs to consider each specific internal structure and signal explicitly, if there is no specific issue. Hence, the DSS controller designs are simplified by assuming the uncertainties can be lumped into uncertainty blocks. (Later practical results will demonstrate this assumption to be correct.) The DSS control described above can be cast into a regulation problem with measured disturbance rejection, since the testing (excitation) signal d will always be a measurable disturbance.
B. Coping With Actuator Saturation Problem in DSS Testing Using Antiwindup Compensation
One of the main issues with DSS control is associated with the performance of the actuators. Much of the work in DSS control is about how to overcome the limiting dynamic characteristics of actuators, e.g., phase/time delays [16] , [17] and hard limits [13] [14] [15] , etc. This paper addresses how to use antiwindup (AW) compensation techniques to cope with actuator saturation problem. Although every effort for appropriate actuator selection should be made at the design stage, there are still some important issues for consideration:
1) Hard input constraints should be enforced on actuators to prevent them from triggering safety limits, for safety reasons. 2) In order to achieve the best synchronization during DSS testing, the actuators are often expected to run at their full capabilities. This is because it is often the case that driving actuators into saturation can result in better performance than using cautious controllers that remain inside the saturation limits. 3) Since the cost of an actuator can increase dramatically with performance, it is reasonable to use a less expensive actuator to achieve a satisfactory performance. 4) In some cases, a sufficiently powerful actuator may not be available (e.g., structure testing in civil engineering). In this case, it is not possible to use an actuator without avoiding saturation. Potential control strategies for coping with actuator saturation include model predictive control (MPC) and antiwindup (AW) compensation. The MPC strategy has been successfully implemented on a hydraulically-actuated test rig developed at the University of Bristol, with sampling rates up to 1 kHz [18] . Although such sampling rates are applicable under the current testing environment, problems may occur when the testing of DSS systems requires a higher sampling rate, or the online computational burden of MPC increases with model order and prediction horizon length. For this reason, we propose to use AW compensation as an alternative strategy to reduce the online computational requirements. Various AW approaches have been extensively studied in theory and practice (e.g., [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] ). The framework proposed by Weston and Postlethwaite in [27] has found application in a number of different areas (e.g., see [28] , [29] ).
Following the framework in [27] , an AW approach for the disturbance rejection problem is proposed in [30] , where numerical results show performance improvement over alternative approaches. In a recent work [31] , we have further modified this AW approach for improving its robust performance by incorporating an additive uncertainty into the synthesis procedure.
In this paper, we implement this AW approach, together with other existing AW approaches for comparison purposes, on a servohydraulically actuated quasimotorcycle test rig, developed at the University of Bristol for real-time testing of DSS configurations. The issues in the design and implementation of the AW compensators in real-time applications have also been addressed. Hence the main contributions of this paper are to demonstrate the efficacy of the novel AW compensation approach in [31] , and also to provide a systematic procedure of AW compensator design for DSS systems.
The results of implementing three AW approaches are presented: 1) the robust disturbance rejection AW (DRAW) approach modified from [30] ; 2) the robust AW (RAW) approach of [32] , [33] ; 3) the internal model control (IMC) based AW (IMC AW) approach [19] . Both DRAW and RAW are based on the framework of Weston and Postlethwaite in [27] , and subsume IMC AW as a special case. RAW is mainly for regulation problems, while DRAW is for measured disturbance rejection problems, which can be specifically tailored for coping with DSS saturation. DRAW extends ideas from [30] to include robust performance for additive uncertainties.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the test rig and its two DSS formulations. Section III presents the AW approaches. Section IV presents H ∞ controller designs, the tuning of AW compensators and the implementation results for the two DSS developed in Section II. Section V concludes the paper.
II. SUBSTRUCTURING FOR A QUASIMOTORCYCLE (QM) HYDRAULICALLY-ACTUATED SYSTEM

A. Test Rig and Its Substructured Form
We consider a quasimotorcycle (QM) hydraulically-actuated system, developed at the University of Bristol (see Fig. 3 for a photograph of the rig and Fig. 4 for its schematic representation). The test rig is composed of three subsystems, the first of which is a rigid vehicle body, with an evenly distributed mass of 229 kg, and two suspension struts. The latter are connected to the vehicle body at one end and to two 25 kN hydraulic actuators (via swing arms) at the other end. The second and third subsystems consist of two separate 25 kN hydraulic actuators, attached to the hubs of the front and rear wheels/tires. Each hydraulic actuator has a built-in linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) for the measurement of displacement and also a load cell for the measurement of force. For test purposes, we can select each subsystem either as a numerical or a physical element. Hence, we can derive different DSS for this test rig, which are classified according to the type of forces at the interfaces between the subsystems [34] . In this paper, we only focus on two scenarios. In scenario 1, the QM body with the two suspension struts constitute the physical substructure, while the front and rear wheels form the numerical substructure. We call this a single-mode substructure (SiM) since only one type of force, i.e., inertial terms, occurs in the physical substructure. In scenario 2, the two wheels are chosen as the physical substructure and the body with two suspension struts as the numerical substructure. We call this a multimode substructure (MuM), since two substructures with the same type of loading (reaction forces) are present in the physical substructure. The interface variables are the displacements and the forces at the attachment points of the wheel hubs and the ends of the swing arms and they are represented respectively as {y 31 , y 32 }, {y 1 , y 2 }, {f 31 , f 32 }, and {f 1 , f 2 }.
B. Synthesis of the DSS for the Test Rig
The dynamic equations of the quasimotorcycle system can be found in [18] , [34] (see Fig. 4) ; the linearized equations of motion, in the Laplace domain, are summarized as follows: 
. Here, (2) and (3) represent the dynamics of the front and rear wheels, (6) and (7) represent the dynamics of the front and rear suspension struts, and (4) and (5) reflect the dynamical interaction between the front and rear parts of the vehicle through the vehicle body. All the variables and parameters, with their nominal values, are listed in Tables I  and II. Based on these relations, SiM and MuM can be converted into the DSS framework of s+37. 6 . By manipulation of (2)- (7), the SiM can be represented by the DSS framework of (1), diag(G Ay 1 , G Ay 2 ) and
2) Scenario 2 -MuM: Suppose, the displacements {y 31 , y 32 } are chosen as the constraint signals, while the forces {f 31 , f 32 } are the synchronizing signals, which are generated by the action of the inner loop controlled actuators f 31 = G Af 1 u 1 and f 32 = G Af 2 u 2 with the force output transfer functions identified as G Af 1 = G Af 2 = 13.5 s+12. 9 . Manipulation of (2)- (7) enables the MuM to be represented by the DSS framework of (1),
T , and
III. ANTIWINDUP (AW) APPROACHES
The AW scheme to be employed is inspired by the framework proposed in [27] , also shown in Fig. 5 , but with the introduction of a novel concept for robustness in AW compensation (see [31] ). The transfer functions for the plant and controller are
where all the uncertainties fromû to y in Fig. 5 are assumed to be lumped into an additive uncertainty, Δ(s), so that the dynamics from u to y is P u (s) + Δ(s). Note that we assume an additive uncertainty in the plant; this assumption is general enough and is also common practice for robust controller design (see, e.g., [32] ), since an additive uncertainty can be equivalently represented by other forms of uncertainties, e.g., a multiplicative uncertainty. The DSS shown in Fig. 2 can then be cast into this framework by setting P u = −(G I + I)G A and P w = G d . We assume a state space realization of P u is (A p , B p , C p , D p ) .
The AW compensator is given by
The system conditioning is achieved by designing F and E.
In the following, we concisely present three AW compensation techniques, which can be used to cope with the DSS actuation problem.
A. Disturbance Rejection AW (DRAW) With Guaranteed Robust Performance
In order to introduce robustness in the AW compensation design, we modify the approach in [30] 
An AW compensator can be synthesized by minimizing the L 2 gain of
Let T ∞ denote the induced L 2 norm of T . In contrast to [30] , we minimize not only the induced L 2 gain T y d ∞ , where
to achieve robustness and performance. A minimal T u ∞ guarantees robustness to additive uncertainty, while a small T y d ∞ guarantees performance. In (11), the weights W y and W r are included to achieve a tradeoff between robustness and performance. Note that the L 2 gain minimization of the mapping T u reduces the input u to the nonlinear saturation operator, and, hence, it directly prevents saturation. By defining the operators Tû : d →û, T sat : u →û in Fig. 5 , we have
This means the minimization of T u ∞ implies the minimization of Tû ∞ , which contributes to the reduction of the L 2 gains in the loops fromd to y d and from d toû. Hence, using the argument of the small gain theorem, we can remark that the inclusion of the minimization of T u ∞ ensures robustness to additive plant uncertainty (see Fig. 5 ).
The theoretical detail can be found in [31] . Here, we just give the synthesis procedure:
Procedure 1 (DRAW compensator synthesis) 1) Given the matrix variable P = P T > 0, solve γ * d := minγ d > 0 subject to LMIs (12) and (13) 
Here, P is a symmetric positive definite matrix with a structure P := P 11 P 12 P T 12
2) Substituting P * and γ * d with some chosen diagonal positive definite W , solve the LMI:
for Λ, with Λ :
B. Two Other Existing AW Approaches
For comparison, we also implemented two other AW compensators designed by the robust AW (RAW) approach in [32] and the IMC AW approach [19] . We now present these two approaches for completeness.
1) RAW Approach of [32] : In (9), by assuming E = I, we have the framework used to develop the RAW approach in [32] . This approach achieves a tradeoff between performance and robustness, by minimizing the L 2 gain 
matrix U > 0, and scalar γ > 0. A beneficial byproduct of involving the extra map T r in the minimization is the removal of fast poles of the compensator.
2) IMC AW Approach [19] : It is noted that the IMC AW in [19] is subsumed within the AW framework of [32] when we set F = 0 and E = I in (9).
C. Remarks on AW Tuning in Real-Time Implementations
Some remarks on AW tuning in real-time implementations are given below.
Remark 1: For the DRAW approach and the RAW approach of [32] , w d , W y , and W r can be used as the tuning parameters to achieve a tradeoff between the performance and robustness, together with the removal of fast poles.
Remark 2: For the DRAW approach and the RAW approach of [32] , to achieve better performance over a given frequency range, the transfer function P u can be modified by including a filter W f y , so that P u is replaced by W f y P u when synthesizing the AW compensator.
Remark 3: For the DRAW approach, a filter W f d can also be included to modify P d , as K w n e w := K w W f d and P w n e w := P w W f d . A proper choice of W f d can further improve the performance.
When using the AW compensator designed by the DRAW approach, an algebraic loop may arise in the AW framework due to E = I. Note that the LMIs of (15) guarantee that the algebraic loop has a solution which is unique [35] . Hence, it is now possible to resolve an algebraic loop for a strictly diagonally dominant matrix (E −1 diag(ū)) withū as the deadzone limit, using the method proposed in [30] . We present the main steps for resolving an algebraic loop with two constrained signals.
Procedure 2 (Resolving an algebraic loop for two signals):
Define the deadzone nonlinearity as (18) whereū i with i = 1, 2 represent the deadzone limits. 
T . Ifũ 1 = 0,ũ 2 = 0 and Sign(E −1û ) = Sign(ũ), then a solution of the algebraic loop is found. Otherwise, go to step 2): 2) Set dz 1 (û 1 − e 12ũ2 ) = 0 andũ 2 = dz 2 (û 2 ) e 2 2 . Then ifũ 1 = 0, a solution is found. Otherwise, go to step 3): 3) Set dz 2 (û 2 − e 21ũ1 ) = 0 andũ 1 = dz 1 (û 1 )
. Then ifũ 2 = 0, a solution is found. This procedure will guarantee the solution of the algebraic loop and can be extended to the case with more than two constrained signals.
IV. CONTROLLER DESIGNS, TUNING OF AW COMPENSATORS, AND IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
In this section, we first introduce the framework used for DSS robust H ∞ controller design, for both the SiM and the MuM. Then, we present the weighting functions used for the designs of H ∞ controllers and AW compensators. To make a comparison of the AW approaches and show the effect of using filters in AW tuning, we describe the real-time implementations for five cases: 1) H ∞ controller alone; 2) H ∞ controller with an IMC AW compensator; 3) H ∞ controller combined with the RAW compensator of [32] , without W f y ; 4) H ∞ controller combined with the RAW compensator of [32] , with W f y ; 5) H ∞ controller combined with the DRAW compensator, with W f y and W f d .
The control outputs were set to ±1.5 mm in the SiM and ±750 N in the MuM, in order to restrict the actuators' magnitude of saturation. These saturation bounds were used for demonstration purposes only; the actual magnitude limits of the actuators were significantly larger than these values.
The
T used for both the SiM and the MuM was composed of two ramped chirp sinusoidal signals, where d 2 had a 0.85 s delay from d 1 , representing the forward motion of the vehicle. The testing duration was 20 s. An initial ramp time of 10 s was used, with the magnitude increasing from 0m to 0.0025 m at 10 s and kept constant at 0.0025 m from 10 s to 20 s. In order to test the performance of the DSS within a frequency range, the frequency of the testing signal swept from 15 Hz to 5 Hz. This testing signal was assumed to be a road disturbance, when the vehicle (1.7 m in length between the front and rear wheels) was running at a speed of 2 m/s.
All the real-time experiments were implemented using MAT-LAB 2007b and dSPACE rti1103©at a sampling rate of 2 kHz, which was far higher than the bandwidths of the closed-loop sensitivity functions of both the SiM and the MuM, when using the linear controllers described in Sections IV-A and IV-B1. Note that this sampling rate is faster than the sampling rates (below 1 kHz) for implementation of MPC controllers on the SiM in [18] , and an even higher sampling rate could be implemented for AW compensators.
A. Framework Used for the Linear H ∞ Controller Design
For the SiM, the physical components only reside in the actuator block G A and the interaction block G I . For nominal controller design, suppose that the actuator block has an input multiplicative uncertaintyG A = G A (I + W AL Δ A W AR ), where Δ A = diag(δ 1 , δ 2 ) with δ 1 ∞ ≤ 1 and δ 2 ∞ ≤ 1; W AL and W AR are weighting functions with diagonal forms. G I also contains numerical components; however, we assume that all the uncertainties in G I are lumped into an output multiplicative uncertaintyG I = (I + W I L Δ I W I R )G I where a 2 × 2 full block Δ I satisfies Δ I ∞ ≤ 1. Here, W I L and W I R are weighting functions with diagonal forms. Note that the uncertainty W AL Δ A W AR represents the unmodelled dynamics of the actuators and measurement noises of the sensors, while the uncertainty W I L Δ I W I R represents the unmodelled dynamics of the vehicle body and suspension struts. With this uncertainty representation, the DSS framework in Fig. 2 is modified to Fig. 6 , where W e is the DSS error performance weighting function. Using d and e as measured variables andẽ as the performance variable, the standard M − Δ form for robust controller design can be derived [36] . Note that the multiplicative uncertainty assumption used for nominal controller design also suits the AWdesign procedure, as multiplicative uncertainty is subsumed by additive uncertainty as shown in Fig. 6 . For the AW compensator, this lumped additive uncertainty can be used to achieve a tradeoff between robustness and performance. For the MuM, though the physical components G y d1 and G y d2 also exist in G d , the uncertainties from these components are ignored since they do not affect robust stability. Hence, for the MuM, we can adopt the same configuration as the SiM in Fig. 6 . Furthermore, in cases 4) and 5) for both the SiM and MuM, we choose W y = diag(1, 1), W r = diag(0.1, 0.1) and w d = 0.1 in (10). This helps to achieve a tradeoff between robustness and performance, and also avoids the creation of fast poles. Here, an AW compensator's fast pole is defined as the pole of A p + B p F with the largest modulus.
B. Choice of Weighting Functions for the H
The above choices of tuning parameters yield the γ u , γ d and the fast poles as shown in Table IV . Note that the fast poles resulting from case 5) are much slower than the ones from case 4), for both the SiM and MuM. This means that the hardware upper sampling rate limit is less likely to be limiting when using the DRAW approach.
The matrices E derived in case 5) are Both matrices are invertible and the two matrices resulting from E −1 diag(ū,ū) are diagonally dominant, withū as the absolute values of saturation limits in the SiM and MuM. Hence, the algebraic loop problems can be resolved using the routine developed in [30] .
C. Summary of DSS Saturation Problem Solution Using the AW Technique
In this section, we summarize the main steps in the AW compensation approach for coping with the actuator saturation problem in DSS.
Procedure 3: 1) DSS construction. Perform the DSS synthesis according to the requirement of the dynamics testing problem (as shown in Section II-B). 2) Linear controller design. a) Design a linear DSS controller. Tune the linear controller to achieve satisfactory robust stability and performance. b) Set hard limits on the actuator input, or on the controller output. 3) Design AW compensators (choose one of the following methods).
IMC AW
Formulate the compensator according to Section III-B2. RAW a) Synthesize a RAW compensator using (17 
D. Implementation Results
We have performed several experiments of which two sets, one for SiM and one for MuM, are presented here. The DSS errors recorded from the real-time implementation of the H ∞ controller alone [i.e., case 1)] and the H ∞ controller with the DRAW compensator [i.e., case 5)] are shown in Fig. 9 for the SiM and in Fig. 10 for the MuM. The DSS error reduction from case 1) to case 5) can be seen clearly from the figures. To better illustrate and compare the effects of different AW compensators, the integral squared DSS errors (ISE) plots of cases 2) to 5) are shown in Fig. 7 for SiM and Fig. 8 for MuM. From these figures, we note that W f y is a key tuning parameter for the RAW performance. The RAW without an output weight W f y is slightly better than the IMC AW in the MuM, but worse than the IMC AW in the SiM. However, the inclusion of W f y in the RAW can achieve a better performance than the IMC AW for both the SiM and the MuM. We also note that the DRAW with a disturbance filter W f d , i.e., case 5), yields the best performance.
This highlights an advantage of the DRAW-approach. Having additional degrees of freedom for design, i.e., W f d , w d , and directly addressing a disturbance rejection design problem, provides a practical advantage over the other AW-approaches.
V. CONCLUSION
We have designed and implemented antiwindup (AW) compensators based on linear robust H ∞ controllers for two DSS systems, based on a hydraulically-actuated quasimotorcycle test rig. The implementation results showed the efficacy of using the AW compensators to cope with the actuator saturation problem that can be encountered in DSS systems. The DRAW compensator, designed by a novel approach incorporating disturbance rejection, was shown to achieve the best performance in terms of the reduction of substructuring errors. The tuning procedure of AW compensators and real-time implementation issues were presented and discussed.
